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On 24 January 2013, Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta rescinded the 1994 rule prohibiting women from assignment to combat units. Panetta cited the “great courage and sacrifice” by women on today’s battlefield and the goal of finding the “best-qualified and most capable people, regardless of gender” to perform the mission as justification for this change. Under the previous rule, women were barred from assignment to units below brigade level that had a primary mission of direct ground combat.

Today, only 7 percent of Americans have any direct military experience. Understandably, many civilians, including members of Congress, view this issue in the context of equal job opportunity rather than military
effectiveness, and they are unlikely to realize any negative military consequences. No military justification exists for this change. More important, this change will be detrimental to military readiness and combat effectiveness. Accordingly, the military community must distill the issues and explain, from its perspective, the ramifications of this policy change to the American public.

Panetta’s Invalid Rationale

Secretary Panetta’s first justification for rescinding the 1994 rule is the courage, sacrifice, and contribution of women on today’s battlefield. In essence, he argues that women have earned the right to serve in combat arms. However, serving in harm’s way is not the issue. Being on the receiving end of incoming fire does not qualify anyone to be an infantryman. Nobody questions the courage or patriotism of women who enlist and place themselves at risk. However, such qualities alone do not endow them with the abilities required to serve in the infantry. (For this discussion, “infantry” includes ground personnel such as medics and engineers who accompany the infantry into close combat with the enemy.)

Second, Panetta states the goal of rescinding the prohibition as ensuring “the mission is met with the best-qualified and most-capable people.” This too is flawed reasoning. If “best-qualified and most capable” is the true test, then Panetta would have lifted the age restrictions as well. Indeed, men over and under the current enlistment age parameters have proven themselves capable in all types of combat, to include underage personnel being awarded the Medal of Honor. Arguably, there are more 40-year-old men and 15-year-old boys physically capable of performing the tasks of an infantryman than 20-year-old women.

Allowing women to serve in infantry or other direct combat positions constitutes a change in policy with ramifications beyond today’s current conflict. Any such change has implications for women’s assignments in the next war as well as conscription and the involuntary assignment of women to ground combat duties. Therefore, any such policy change must be accomplished with a view toward future wars.

The Full-Spectrum Conflict Baseline

Supporters of the Panetta position assert that women are already serving in combat situations in Afghanistan, as they did in Iraq. They argue that although women are prohibited from participating in offensive combat, the proximity of support units (in which women are allowed to serve) to combat arms units and today’s nonlinear battlefield not only have placed women in harm’s way but also have proven they are capable of successfully engaging in combat. However, this view only applies to today’s counterinsurgency fight.

In Afghanistan, female soldiers accompany their male counterparts in order to interact with local civilians, leveraging their gender to calm the women and children residents during operations. Their presence fills a critical gap in a counterinsurgency strategy that emphasizes the protection and engagement of the civilian population. Likewise, women have served in military police, motor transport, and other supporting units that have participated in firefights although without generally engaging in “closing with the enemy.” While significant, these events do not directly correlate to the requirements of infantrymen, particularly in a full-spectrum war.

Full-spectrum conflict. The correct baseline for analyzing this question is the full-spectrum conflict, not the current counterinsurgency fight. The counterinsurgency combat of the last 12 years differs materially in scope and conduct from the land warfare against nation-states prosecuted in the twentieth century. This is not to suggest that firefights in Afghanistan are any less intense than other combat. Rather, full-spectrum conflict with an enemy nation-state presents a different type of war.

The objectives in a counterinsurgency campaign differ from those in a full-spectrum conflict. The strategic objective in counterinsurgency operations is the development of effective governance by a legitimate government. Counterinsurgency operations seek the stable and secure environment needed for effective governance, essential services, and economic development. Accordingly, tactics and operations are designed for developing a local government and infrastructure. As a result, American troops have operated primarily out of static infrastructure positions co-located with the objective (i.e., the population). By contrast, ground combat operations for an infantry division in World War II meant up to 400 days of offensive fighting from Italy to France to Germany. This difference in scope
and conduct is further exemplified by the numbers of troops missing in action from each war. More than 19,000 ground troops remain missing from World War II, more than 7,500 remain missing from the Korean War, and 1,600 are still unaccounted for from Vietnam, while only one was listed as “missing-captured” in Afghanistan. Full-spectrum war against nation-states is more fluid and more austere than counterinsurgency.

Just as we remain prepared for an unlikely nuclear conflict, personnel policy assignments must be developed for the worst-case scenario of full-scale war against a nation-state, such as North Korea or Iran (or unforeseen crises such as Ukraine), rather than the limited war found in counterinsurgency operations. In war against a nation-state, we must prepare for the conscription of troops and offensive combat operations in a field environment for prolonged periods of time.

The optimal demographic. Sound public policy requires the wise and prudent use of money, time, and assets. Our policies for military personnel assignment must be suitable for present conflicts as well as when time is of the essence in full-spectrum conflict conscription. Unless we are prepared to incur the costs associated with inducting and evaluating every American for infantry service, regardless of condition, some selection parameters must be established. Accordingly, we must seek the demographic group most reasonably calculated to effect success on the full-scale conflict infantry battlefield. Thus far, the optimal demographic group for infantry service has proven to be young, healthy males. At issue here is the demographic of women. However, the rationale set forth below is not limited to women. It is equally applicable to other demographic groups, such as middle-aged men.

The physical requirements of infantry combat. The physical requirements of combat push men to the extreme. Grasping this fundamental aspect of combat is imperative, and we cannot begin to develop sound personnel policies until that is understood. Overall, there are two components of physical requirements for infantry service. The first is the component of strength, speed, stamina, and agility. The second is the capacity to sustain those physical abilities through the catabolic stress of extended combat operations.

The need for strength, speed, stamina, and agility is evidenced through various infantry combat tasks, such as digging fighting trenches, handling heavy equipment, enduring load-bearing marches, and transporting casualties under fire. The ability to perform some of these tasks is calculated by the Marine Corps Combat Fitness Test (CFT), which measures lifting, running, maneuvering under fire, grenade throwing, and carrying equipment and casualties.

The Naval Health Research Center studied 2,000 Marine Corps CFT participants. That study reports that gender had a significant effect on test performance. Even when wearing heavy and cumbersome personal protective equipment (e.g., flak jackets), males (mostly ages 17 to 26) scored significantly higher than the females (mostly ages 17 to 26) who did not wear such equipment. Gender disparities in upper body strength were later shown when 55 percent of Marine female recruits could not perform three pull-ups by the end of boot camp, while the failure rate for male recruits was 1 percent. These results are consistent with the fact that males have more muscle mass than females, with 50 percent more upper body strength and one-third greater lower body strength.
Marines from the Infantry Training Battalion, School of Infantry–East, navigate the obstacle course at Camp Geiger, N.C., 4 October 2013. This is the first company at the school with female students as part of collection of data on the performance of female Marines executing existing infantry tasks and training events.

Second, over a period of sustained combat operations, infantrymen endure fatigue, sleep deprivation, high caloric expenditures, and environmental extremes. These factors create the catabolic stress on bodies that results in muscle loss. In addition to his combat-related functions, today’s infantryman can expect to carry a combat load exceeding 90 pounds. As noted combat historian Col. S.L.A. Marshall observed, “On the field of battle, man is not only a thinking animal, he is a beast of burden ... [whose] chief function in war does not begin until the time he delivers that burden to the appointed ground.” Over time, combat stressors take a toll on the body.

Some argue that the increased athletic performance of women indicates a physical capability for ground combat. But, the purpose of physical training is to establish a basic fitness level and provide a reservoir of strength for combat. The constant physical exertion and strain of combat deplete that reservoir and result in the loss of muscle mass and strength. This follows Capt. Katie Petronio’s often cited experience as a Marine engineer officer in Afghanistan.

Although once a college athlete, the load-bearing work and continuous operating tempo Petronio experienced in Iraq and Afghanistan degraded her body to a detrimental level. Ultimately, she suffered from a compressed spine and muscle atrophy at a higher rate than her male Marine counterparts. Capt. Petronio concluded: “I can say with 100 percent assurance that despite my accomplishments, there is no way I could endure the physical demands of the infantrymen whom I worked beside ....” This is consistent with studies showing women at higher risk for stress fractures resulting from long-term physical exertion of carrying combat loads. This also correlates with an Army study showing the injury rate for women in Army Basic Combat Training at 50 percent, while only 25 percent for men. Likewise, since requiring female recruits to undergo combat training in 1983, the attrition rate for female recruits at Marine Corps boot camp increased to almost double that of their male counterparts.

The Economics

Military tests revealing the physical disparity between men and women, especially with regard to upper body strength, are not new. Most supporters for allowing women to serve in the infantry recognize the discrepancies in physical strength between men and women, but they point out that not all men are physically suited for combat service either. They contend that if a woman is physically capable, she should be allowed to serve in an infantry unit. However, to say that not all men are suited for ground combat service is not the issue. Not all men are medically suitable for even general military service. Moreover, the basic medical requirements for a man’s induction into the Army do not distinguish between infantry and non-infantry assignments. Historically, if a man passed the induction physical, he was presumed fit for infantry service. However, assuming some women are able to meet the physical tests for infantry service, the economics of this endeavor will make it cost-prohibitive.

The costs to test and evaluate every woman who wants to be in the infantry will not be inconsequential. In 2008, the Army reported the cost of training a combat
arms soldier to be over $50,000. Recently, only 7.5 percent of women soldiers surveyed expressed an interest in moving to a combat job. While the percentage appears small, it represents approximately 12,750 personnel to process and evaluate at no small cost.

Since September 2013, the Marine Corps has accepted 17 women for the 13-week Infantry Officers Course. Thirteen women failed the first day's initial physical fitness test, while one woman who passed the test withdrew from the course the following week due to a stress fracture in her foot. Since then, only three women have passed the initial physical test, but all were unable to complete the course. Undoubtedly, the Infantry Officers Course is physically demanding, and while not all men complete the course, over 75 percent of men do so successfully.

Computing the infantry training cost per female and the likely success rate for this demographic makes this process cost-prohibitive. This flaw in Panetta's plan becomes even more apparent when applied to the next full-spectrum war conscription.

Conscription

The purpose of the military draft is the rapid mobilization of large numbers of combat troops. By design, conscription targets the population demographic best suited for its purpose. Currently, that demographic is men between the ages of 18 and 26. Despite its name, “Selective” Service conscription encompasses the entire demographic from which members then may be excluded for good cause. Until proven medically unfit, all members of the demographic are presumed fit for infantry combat service.

By allowing women to serve in the infantry, the legal rationale for all-male conscription dissolves, thereby subjecting women to the draft. In 1981, the Supreme Court heard the case of Roster v. Goldberg. As now, the law only required males to register for the draft. Goldberg challenged the male-only draft registration law, arguing that the law was unconstitutional, gender-based discrimination. However, in upholding the law, the Court reasoned that because Congress's stated purpose in having a draft was to raise “combat troops” and because women were excluded by law from serving in combat, an all-male draft was within Congress's power to regulate the armed services. Should the combat arms field now be opened to women, Congress will be forced to address the issue of drafting women.

Placing women in the pool of conscripted military manpower creates legal and fiscal problems. If women are allowed to serve as combat troops, can Congress still draft only men? If not, must men and women be drafted in equal numbers? Can Congress give conscripted women the option to volunteer for infantry service, while not affording the same option to male conscripts? How can conscripted women be assessed for involuntary combat duty without inducting and evaluating all women in the demographic group?

If women are drafted in large numbers, is it a prudent use of time and money to register, induct, and process them for duty as combat troops if, as shown above, the vast majority will not be physically suitable for such service? During Vietnam, the 1968 draft inducted 296,000 men. It would not have been sound fiscal policy to have drafted half that number in women. Even peacetime drafts have exceeded 130,000 draftees. In 1980, Congress estimated the cost alone of registering women at $8.5 million (1980 dollars). Whatever future circumstances may compel us to re-institute the draft, they are likely to also make time of the essence. We will not have the luxury to debate this matter in our legislature nor decide it in court. Now is the time to face this issue.

Small-Unit Cohesion: The Band of Brothers Factor

Perhaps the least understood and yet most significant component of tactical combat effectiveness is small-unit cohesion: the “Band of Brothers” factor. However, most Americans have never heard of it, much less understand it. The significance of combat cohesion must be understood as an issue in this discussion and cannot be lightly dismissed.

Several advocates for women in the infantry totally dismiss the value of the “Band of Brothers” factor. Instead, they contend that groups are bonded more by their commitment to the task rather than the relationship between unit members. However, this view fails to consider the critical distinguishing question posed by infantry-unit cohesion: why do men fight?

As William Manchester described his experience on Okinawa in 1945, “Men ... do not fight for flag or country, for the Marine Corps or glory or any other abstraction. They fight for one another.” Noted
combat historian S.L.A. Marshall said, “Men who have been in battle know from first-hand experience that when the chips are down, a man fights to help the man next to him.” In his book *Cohesion: The Human Element in Combat*, William Henderson contends that small-unit cohesion is “the only force capable of causing soldiers to expose themselves insistently to enemy fire,” and have “all members willing to risk death to achieve a common objective.” Fighting cohesion is a critical component of battlefield success. Before introducing the dynamic of young women into this relationship, the possible effects must be examined.

Perhaps women can assimilate into infantry units without any disruption in cohesion. However, assessing the possible effects of this change must be done in light of our common understanding of the relationship between young men and women. In interpersonal relationships, young military personnel behave in large measure as their civilian counterparts.

Few members of Congress have military experience. Before lawmakers and policymakers charge into the uncharted territory of this proposed change, they need an understanding of fighting cohesion, which should come from combat veterans. Otherwise, this critical component to battlefield success is likely to be dismissed out of hand.

**Conclusion**

Wise policymakers will look beyond today’s conflicts and consider the future. No military reason exists for the Panetta policy, and reliance on the current counterinsurgency battle instead of the next full-spectrum conflict to analyze this issue is misplaced. Infantry combat, especially in a full-scale conflict, is a relentlessly physical ordeal. The optimal demographic for this endeavor is young, healthy males. Overall, women have not proven to be medically suitable for sustained ground combat. Thus, it is cost-prohibitive to recruit and train women for assignment in infantry-type occupations. Moreover, permitting women in the infantry opens the legal door to drafting women, with all the associated legal and economic issues. Whether introducing women into the infantry will adversely affect unit cohesion must be analyzed through our common human experience and as enlightened by those veterans, who can speak to the nature and necessity of unit cohesion for success in battle.

These are the military issues surrounding Secretary Panetta’s directive. It is incumbent on those military members with knowledge and experience to now enter the debate to inform the American people.
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